Invitation to KLS-Retreat 2022

Dear colleagues,

On behalf of my colleagues from the KLS steering committee I cordially invite you to the tenth KLS-Retreat that will take place in Hotel Waldschlösschen in Schleswig on November 10-11, 2022. We had already informed you about the event since December 2021 with a save-the-date mail. Please find a preliminary program attached.

On Thursday (Nov. 10), we will learn about the results from three workshops on new developments in KLS. Afterwards, in the form of a plenary discussion, we want to have an open exchange with, among others, the spokespersons of the Excellence Clusters and the Priority Research Areas of Kiel University, the deans as well as the audience in view of "Kiel on its way to becoming a university of excellence" with regard to the current KLS motto "Evolving health in a sustainable environment" in order to reinforce it or, if necessary, to find a new KLS motto under which all KLS research can come together. For this we expect a lively discussion with all participants on site.

Our SAB member Katharina Riedel will give a Keynote Lecture and the winners of the KLS Postdoc Award will also be presented. This will be followed by our well established poster presentation and flash talks representing individual research projects. We cordially invite you to contribute to the retreat with a poster and flash talk of your own research project.

On Friday (Nov. 11), among others, newly appointed professors in the Kiel Life Sciences will be offered a forum to introduce themselves to the KLS members. As in previous years, networking and intensive exchange of views will be given sufficient time.

The retreat will close with the official membership meeting. An invitation to the membership meeting will be sent separately.

Please register by October 28th, 2022 using the following link: https://ww3.unipark.de/uc/klstraelretreal-2022. You may use this link also to register your poster and flash talk and to submit the poster abstract.

For queries please get in touch at any time with Dr. habil. Susanne Holstein (Tel. 0431/880-5536, sholstein@uv.uni-kiel.de) or for organizational matters with Ms. Sonja Petermann (Tel. 0431/880-4850, spetermann@uv.uni-kiel.de).

Very much looking forward to welcoming you on November 10/11, 2022 in Schleswig.

Sincerely

Thomas Bosch

Attachment:
Draft agenda KLS Retreat 2022